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Abstract:
The aim of this study is to show that overcoming routine holds efficiency potential in complex decision environments and to find an indication on what percentage of decision-makers will successfully overcome routine, when thinking time is not incentivized. Curiosity might favor non-routine behavior, as it is the recognition, pursuit and desire to explore uncertain and ambiguous events. Two hundred sixty-two US-American Mturks completed both a curiosity questionnaire and an experiment in the form of a cognitive puzzle game. High values in self-reported “Joyous Exploration” were not associated with larger numbers of experimental decisions. Contrary to findings where exploration served as a predictor for performance in human-computer interaction and as a mediator for “error learning” (Frese, 1994), participants who performed better relied less on exploratory decisions. Only about 10 % were able to overcome their routine behavior, confirming that induced routine can have a strong influence on behavior (Betsch, Haberstroh, Glöckner, Haar, & Fiedler, 2001). Those who overcame routine reported higher response times when being framed by unexpected feedback, but solved the experiment more efficiently. This is in line with research that fast, intuitive decisions increase framing effects (Guo et al., 2017) and exploration is time-costly (Athukorala, 2015). As described in research, this study further strengthens insights that performance in solving complex problems relies heavily on rule identification, rule knowledge and rule application (Wüstenberg, Greiff, & Funke, 2012).
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1 Introduction

The paper’s research strategy is a valid application-test scenario developed to evaluate participants’ ability to overcome routine, when thinking time is not incentivized and is considered as a resource by the participants. The goal of this paper is to show that performance in non-routine decision making boosts problem-solving efficiency, and to find common behavioral patterns of agents succeeding in overcoming routine effectively.

Economic working conditions are facing a dynamic and changing environment, commonly referred to as “VUCA” environment, short for “volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity”. Companies are surrounded by an “increasingly unstable and rapidly changing business world. This (...) will require HR and talent management professionals to change the focus and methods of leadership development.” (Lawrence, 2013, p. 2).

Such a novel focus in modern workplaces is the rising importance of non-routine tasks, which are considered to be part of “21st Century Skills” and are related to performance in “complex problem solving” (Neubert, Mainert, Kretzschmar, & Greiff, 2015). Volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity share a common attribute, linking them to complex problem solving (CPS): they hide relevant information from the problem-solver on first sight. A problem is defined as being “complex” when not all relevant information is available at the outset and multiple interactions are required to successfully solve the problem (Eichmann, Goldhammer, Greiff, Pucite, & Naumann, 2019, p. 2).

Complexity in entrepreneurial decision-making is being dealt by Information Systems, such as Expert Systems, Enterprise Resource Planning and Supply Chain Management (Irani, Sharif, Kamal, & Love, 2014), to enhance forecasting quality. However, even the “best model for forecasting can potentially change over time” (Karel, Hebák, 2018, p. 66). Leaders and employees have to cope with CPS in a VUCA world, where circumstances vary frequently. Therefore, a critical asset to cope with CPS is “problem solving”, which is defined as the act of finding “efficient solutions to novel tasks” for which no prior solutions are known, including challenges where “Humans have difficulties to execute counterintuitive movements” (Donnarumma, Maisto, & Pezzulo, 2016). It is suggested that problem solving, when modelled as “heuristic search”, has to be described by implementing scientific research from various fields, being “perception, memory, intentionality, decision making, and judgement” (Ohlsson, 2012), linking human problem solving and heuristic decision making.

According to the famous work by Tversky and Kahneman (1974), many decisions are influenced by beliefs on the likelihood of uncertain events (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). With the introduction of the “somatic marker” concept by Damasio, neuronal evidence of implicit processes influencing decision-making has been shown – a fact that is facing difficulty in being accepted in scientific fields, particularly in the field of “business administration” (Chlupsa, 2014, p. 443).

Such beliefs and implicit processes can lead to bias in decision-situations, where the decision-maker is lacking information to make a decision based on former knowledge (Fazio et al., 2015). Following an inner “status-quo” or “inertia” bias, the decision-maker might prefer consistency over positive feedback (Alós-Ferrer, Hügelschäfer, & Li, 2016). In other words, the decision-maker might fail to overcome routine, despite feedback, while others overcome their bias and proceed with non-routine decisions, to effectively react to novel circumstances.

Thinking time as a resource can be helpful to overcome these biases. Cognitive processes coping with complexity, e.g., answering survey questions of different lengths, are linked to
response times (Yan & Tourangeau, 2008), which are a well-researched indicator for overcoming decision biases (Alós-Ferrer, Garagnani, & Hügelschäfer, 2016, p. 19). Response times have predictive power when decision-makers are facing strategic uncertainty (Kiss, Rodíguez-Lara, & Rosa-García, 2018, p. 19), e.g. decision-makers show longer response times when multiple options are seen as equally attractive (Krajbich et al., 2014).

Performance in CPS stems from thinking time, but also from the agents’ ability to effectively “identify rules” governing a problem, gaining “rule knowledge” by understanding the problem’s internal causal relations (true rule knowledge) and “applying knowledge” by controlling the problem and achieving goals (Wüstenberg, Greiff, & Funke, 2012).

Another important factor influencing CPS are emotions, such as motivation (Güss, Burger, & Dörner, 2017). Under stressful working conditions that allow little time to acquire knowledge about a complex problem’s functionality, decision-makers might prefer simple and fast heuristics, such as imitation, which can for example explain “herding behavior” in stock markets (Özsu, 2015). Curiosity might play a role when decision-makers engage in time-costly knowledge investigation, despite stressful working conditions.

Curiosity is part of “epistemic emotions”. It is the recognition, pursuit and desire to explore events that are risky and ambiguous (Kashdan et al., 2018) and may also be defined as the desire to gain new information (Litman & Jimerson, 2004, p. 147). Curiosity increases with the knowledge one possesses in a certain area (Loewenstein, 1994, p. 94) and enables creative performance, even without feedback or external stimuli such as informational resources (Hagtvedt, Dossinger, Harrison, & Huang, 2019, p. 10). It motivates exploratory behavior to fill information gaps (Litman, Hutchins, & Russon, 2005, p. 579), and according to the learning progress hypothesis, curiosity is causally linked to learning (Oudeyer, Gottlieb, & Lopes, 2016). Curiosity is of crucial importance to global managers’ decision-making processes to discover and understand new knowledge (Harvey, Novicevic, Leonard, & Payne, 2007, p. 58). Curiosity has high predictive validity for task performance, including the Big Five personality traits and tacit knowledge (Mussel, 2013, p. 467).

Despite mentioned insights little is known about non-routine task performance. This paper introduces an experimental setup, which includes testing for self-reported “Joyous exploration”. It tests the capacity to solve non-routine problems under “working conditions”, where thinking time is not incentivized, but is regarded as a valuable resource for the participants. Results are to shed light on what percentage of agents show exploratory behavior and successfully overcome a routine task, and whether or not exploration positively influenced performance in this regard.

The study begins with a short introduction on the theoretical background, followed by a description of the participants of the study, its research design and a detailed instruction of the experiment’s procedure. The next chapter will list the study’s results about completion time, amount of actions, response time and “Joyous Exploration”. Findings and limitations of the present study are then discussed, and brought into economic day-to-day reality in the final chapter “Conclusions and Future Prospects”.

2 Theoretical Background

Puzzles are used in cognitive sciences to research human problem solving. E.g. “Tower of Hanoi” is an important algorithmic puzzle in research areas such as memory, intelligence and executive function (Levitin, 2017, p. 7). The “Tower of Hanoi” problem is regarded as a
“simple problem solving task”, which does not reflect real-life situations (Spering, Wagener, & Funke, 2005, p. 1253). A problem is defined as being “complex” when not all relevant information is available at the outset and when multiple interactions are required to successfully solve the problem (Eichmann, Goldhammer, Greiff, Pucite, & Naumann, 2019, p. 2).

“Complex Problem Solving” is “typically measured via dynamic systems that contain several interrelated variables that participants need to alter (Dörner & Funke, 2017, p. 2), and is commonly researched using computer-simulations (Güß, 2017).

There has been a heated controversy on the question how to clearly define and set-up “Complex Problem Solving” (CPS) experiments (Greiff, Stadler, Sonnleitner, Wolff, & Martin, 2015; Funke, Fischer, & Holt, 2017; Greiff, Stadler, Sonnleitner, Wolff, & Martin, 2017). There exists agreement that during CPS participants have to overcome barriers stemming from a changing, dynamic problem environment, uncertainty of relevant information and how system states are interconnected.

Environmental changes, such as a change in rules, influence performance when those changes influence individual strategies (Cañas, Quesada, Antolí, & Fajardo, 2003). Companies are required to react to changing markets and to face novel tasks, which not only bring along complexity but also unforeseeable uncertainty (Sommer & Loch, 2004). Understanding complex systems requires the learning of counterintuitive concepts, including the realization that mental models are always incorrect, as they are by definition a simplification of reality (Sterman, 2002).

In contrast to the concept of “rational decision-making”, human decision-making is also influenced by the way available choice options are presented, described by Kahneman and Tversky as the “framing effect” (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). The “framing effect” has been connected to amygdala activity, offering data to support the idea that “more rational” individuals have a better representation of their own emotional biases, which enables them to adapt their behavior when such biases lead to suboptimal decisions (De Martino, Kumaran, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006). Fast and intuitive responses increase framing effects in risky decision-making (Guo, Trueblood, & Diederich, 2017), and according to neuroimaging studies, impulsive/emotional and reflective/cognitive processes are two separate systems that guide human decision-making, violating traditional economic theory (Stallen & Sanfey, 2011, p. 7).

While there exists rich data on the “framing effect”, modern approaches to analyze framing have resulted in the understanding that external framing does not influence choice behavior alone and that the original approaches by Kahneman and Tversky were restricted choice problems. Choice behavior is influenced by decision strategies, and how internal representations of framed problems are transformed into choice behavior has to be experimentally tested to ultimately understand decision framing (Maule & Villejoubert, 2007).

Based on mentioned research in the introduction and on the theoretical background, the hypotheses are as follows:

[1] Participants who gain true rule knowledge during the experiment and participants who do not will differ in their exploratory behavior.

[2] Participants who gain true rule knowledge during the experiment will finish the puzzle faster than those who do not.
Participants who gain true rule knowledge during the experiment will finish the puzzle using fewer inputs than those who do not.

Participants who gain true rule knowledge during the experiment show longer response times for their inputs.

Participants who gain true rule knowledge during the experiment show higher scores on the questionnaire for “Joyous Exploration”.

3 Method

Kashdan et al.’s 2018 multidimensional model to measure curiosity via a 25-item questionnaire is applied (Kashdan et al., 2018). It measures self-reported curiosity via five dimensions: “Joyous Exploration”, “Deprivation Sensitivity”, “Stress Tolerance”, “Social Curiosity” and “Thrill Seeking”. Five questions for each category comprise the 25-question survey.

An online behavior experiment in the form of a simple puzzle game was developed to analyze correlations between curiosity and non-routine problem solving. The different behavior approaches of the participants, e.g., whether participants repeated ineffective inputs or tried new approaches, were directly observed.

4 Participants

Two hundred sixty-two Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers were recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, a website containing an integrated participant compensation system for online freelancers, who are commonly recruited for behavioral experiments due to AMT’s workers pool size, low costs and being able to produce high-quality data fast (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011). Amazon Mechanical Turk workers exhibit same biases and heuristics as traditional experiment recruits (Paolacci, Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010, p. 417).

The main motivator for AMT Workers (Mturks) is compensation (Lovett, Bajaba, Lovett, & Simmering, 2018), making Mturks suitable candidates to simulate working conditions, where every second counts. We provided 15 minutes completion time, and offered 2.05 USD for this task, 95 USD cents above US minimum wage (7.25 USD per hour). The experiment can be regarded as complex-problem solving under risk, as time is considered a valuable resource for Mturks.

AMT is a suitable recruitment source for any study, when the research object is not expected to vary over cultures and is not specifically relevant to US or Indian samples (Cheung, Sliter, & Sinclair, 2016). While the latter is the case for complex problem-solving, cultural influence on decision-making under uncertainty is mixed. Medium uncertainty avoidance values for US American and low uncertainty avoidance values for Indian citizens have been found in experimental setups (Güss, 2011). No significant differences in planning that is skillful adaption of decision-making to successfully allocate resources over a long-term period, were measured between US American and Indian citizens (Güss, Tuason, & Gerhard, 2010). When it comes to Complex Problem Solving (CPS) cultural differences will be more visible, since it requires causal cognition which is influenced by the cultural learning environment (Funke, 2014). For this reason, only Mturks from the United States of America very accepted. HIT approval rate was required to be equal or above 99 %. 
5 Research Design

Participants had to provide login code, age and sex to start the questionnaire. After the final question the experiment started.

During the “Flag Run” experiment all clicks on provided graphical user interface (GUI) items are saved and assigned to an individual participant with a timestamp.

The experiment is designed as a puzzle game, consisting of ten levels. The goal is indicated with a green space and flag, as the interpretation of decision options requires clear goals to be apparent (Jeschke, 2017, p. 20). The playing piece always moves to the left and is therefore only controlled by the number buttons, not by the directional buttons.

This relevant information to control the game is hidden, making it a complex problem-solving task. Knowledge about the true rules has to be acquired by exploration. No change in rules will be implemented; only structural changes will be implemented. These structural representations are called levels. We expect participants to build up and act upon a strategy to solve the puzzle that suits the solving of early levels, which deviates from the true rules governing the game. In later stages, participants will be confronted with uncertainty, as their former and biased strategy will fail to be effective in controlling the game. The game was designed that it was likely for participants to develop a routine during levels 1 to 6, which they had to overcome in order to effectively control the “non-routine” levels 7 to 10.

Participants starting the experiment were provided with a short explanation text on what to do, which read as follows:

“Move the playing piece onto the green goal field. You cannot do this by drag-and-drop.”.

Participants do not see the playing piece actually moving. Only start and end position of the playing piece are visualized.

Each level can be solved by one action, consisting of multiple inputs. An action consisting of four inputs is clicking on the playing piece (first action), one of the directional buttons (second action), a valid number button (third action), and “GO” (fourth action).

There are 10 levels. The first 6 stages are designed in such a way that the left and right distances from the playing piece to the goal space are equal. When the playing piece reaches the left end of the playing field, it appears on the right side. The playing piece can reach the goal space even when participants have an incorrect mental model of the rules, e.g., trying to make the playing piece move to the right.

Clicking on the playing piece was mandatory during the first three levels to make the directional buttons appear. Choosing the playing piece will make a white outline appear. It is not possible to “de-select” the playing piece.
A directional button had then to be selected, making the number buttons appear and filling the chosen direction button with white color. Even though the directional buttons lacked any functionality, clicking on an already selected directional button would remove the white color, giving the impression of being “de-selected”. When a directional button was de-selected, the number buttons would still remain. Choosing a number button fills it with white color. With N game fields, a chosen number button with number n had to be lower than or equal to N-1 to make the “GO” button appear. A number button could not be “de-selected”. Switching from a valid to an invalid number button makes the GO button disappear. Clicking on the GO button fulfills an action. It is never mandatory to have a directional button selected, i.e. being filled with white color. During the first three levels, a minimum of 4 inputs is required to perform an action: clicking on the playing piece, a directional button, a valid number button and GO.

During level 4 to 6, a click on the playing piece will make both directional and number buttons appear. Only three inputs are required to perform an action: clicking on the playing piece, a valid number button and GO.

Levels 7 to 10 have the playing piece automatically pre-selected, so that direction and number buttons are already displayed. Only two inputs are required to perform an action: click on a valid number button and GO.

6 Procedure

During the first 6 levels, any departure from the minimal amount of inputs and actions required to solve the game is counted. Throughout levels 7-10, each action is assigned an “action state”. There are 5 distinguished action states: “framed logic”, “random”, “experimental”, “realize”, and “king”. These action states are explained in more detail below, and are further explained in Table 1.
Table 1: move states and categories
authors’ own creation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Playing stone left of goal field</th>
<th>Playing stone right of goal field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direction: left</td>
<td>Direction: left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction: none</td>
<td>Direction: none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If distance and direction, assuming direction could actually be manipulated, lead to goal field = R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If distance and direction, assuming direction could actually be manipulated, would not lead to goal field = W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Direction: none, = R when distance leads to goal field, = W when not.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the playing piece being positioned to the left of the goal space, the player commits a “framed logic” input by using the “right” directional button and choosing the number of steps that would place the playing piece onto the goal if the “right” directional button would actually move the playing piece to the right, which it does not.

Any other combination of inputs leading to an action that does not place the playing piece onto the goal is considered an “experimental” action state.

A level is solved when the playing piece lands on the goal space. When a player commits an action that solves a level, it is assigned the action state of “random”, “realize” or “king”.

All actions putting the playing piece onto the goal field are considered “random” actions when they do not stem from “true rule knowledge” (TRK). True rule knowledge implies the realization that the playing piece jumps edges, that the default direction is set to “left” and that the directional buttons do not work. Participants who have not shown by their behavior of having at least partly obtained TRK are of the “rule knowledge” (RK) group.

The “realize” action is performed when the last step shows “true rule knowledge”, and all remaining levels are also solved in this manner. When the following levels include “framed logic” or “experimental” actions, however, it is still considered a “random” action state.

When participants solve a level in one step showing “true rule knowledge”, then this action is called “king”.
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Participants with one or more “king” actions are regarded as being part of the group that understands the “true rule knowledge” of the game, while all other participants are regarded as being part of the group that simply holds “rule knowledge”.

7 Results

The statistical analysis was performed with IBM SPSS Statistics 25.0. The metric-dependent variables are not normally distributed. The distinguishing factors between the two groups “true rule knowledge” (TRK) and “rule knowledge” (RK) are researched with the Mann-Whitney U-test. All ordinal dependent data are also tested with the Mann-Whitney U-test for independent variables.

Out of 262 participants, only 28 are part of the TRK group, while 234 participants are part of the RK group. These two groups are compared. No significant difference between women and men is detected ($U(28,234) = 2805, z = -1.519, p = 0.129$). Age shows also no significant differences ($U(28,234) = 2616, z = -1.744, p = 0.081$). The average age of the TRK group is 32.04 years (SD = 7.918), and the average age of the RK group is 35.15 years (SD = 9.967).

7.1 Exploratory Behavior

The difference in average number of inputs deviating from the minimal requirement to solve the level in one attempt from levels 1 to 6 between TRK group and RK group was not significant ($U(28,234) = 2820.5, z = -1.209, p = 0.227$). TRK requires 10.79 (SD = 13.636) and RK 16.19 (SD = 30.227) more inputs on average to solve level 1 to 6 than is actually necessary.

During levels 1 to 6 both groups require more inputs than are necessary, because of exploration or confusion about the functionality. The deviation of inputs from level 1 to 6 is not a significant predictor of obtaining TRK.

The difference in the amount of attempts required to solve level 1 to 6 between TRK and RK is not significant ($U(28,234) = 2957, z = -1.047, p = 0.295$). TRK required an average of 6.79 (SD = 2.331) and RK 7.09 (SD = 2.422) attempts to solve the first 6 levels. TRK and RK show comparable values in both amount of inputs and attempts required during the first 6 levels.

Whether or not a participant obtained TRK was measured from level 7 to 10. As soon as a participant grasps the true rules of the experiment, the participant does not have to experiment anymore and will most likely stick to “realize” actions. To find differences in behavior, the relationship between “framed logic” or “experimental” actions and the total amount of actions in levels 7 to 10 is analyzed.

“Framed logic” actions per total amount of attempts from level 7 to 10 does not differ significantly between the TRK and RK groups ($U(28,234) = 2565.5, z = -1.876, p = 0.061$), meaning that TRK participants perform as many “framed logic” actions in relation to the total amount of actions in levels 7 to 10 as do RK participants.

The amount of “framed actions” in relation to the total amount of actions in level 7 to 10, with “realize” and “king” actions subtracted from that total amount however does differ significantly ($U(28,234) = 1295, z = -5.229, p = 0.000$). This is because TRK participants perform significantly less “experimental” ($U(28,234) = 1393.5, z = -4.986, p = 0.000$) or “random” ($U(28,234) = 35, z = -10.020, p = 0.000$) actions from level 7 to 10 than do RK participants.
The relationship between “experimental” actions and the total amount of actions (including “realize” and “king” actions) from levels 7 to 10 between the TRK and RK groups is significant \((U(28, 234) = 1572, z = -4.499, p = 0.000)\). Same is true with “realize” and “king” actions excluded from the total amount of actions from levels 7 to 10 \((U(28,234) = 2066, z = -3.194, p = 0.001)\).

### 7.2 Completion Time

No significant difference exists in completion time of levels 1 to 6 between TRK and RK participants \((U(28, 234) = 2747.5, z = -1.395, p = 0.163)\).

To solve level 7 to 10, TRK participants require 38 secs to 168 secs and, on average, 82.679 secs (SD = 37.82 secs). It takes RK participants on average 104.49 secs (SD = 66.93 secs), ranging from 38 secs to 507 secs.

The difference in completion time of levels 7 to 10 between the two groups in total is significant \((U(28,234) = 2514, z = -2.011, p = 0.044)\).

### 7.3 Amount of Actions

From levels 7 to 10, TRK participants require 5 to 31 actions to solve these levels, or 12.54 actions on average (SD = 6.119). RK participants require 5 to 138 actions to solve levels 7 to 10, or 19.09 (SD = 17.405) actions on average. This difference between the groups is significant \((U(28,234) = 1841, z = -3.794, p = 0.000)\).

### 7.4 Response Time

The total average response time per action from level 7 to 10 between the two groups is significant \((U(28,234) = 1619, 5, z =-4.373, p=0.000)\). Response times begin to deviate and its significance grows as levels’ difficulty and complexity grow.

It takes TRK participants 6.60 secs (SD = 3.295 secs) and RK participants 6.855 secs (SD = 3.608 secs) on average per action during level 7. Differences in response time during level 7 are not significant between the two groups \((U(28, 234) = 2879.5, z = -1.047, p = 0.295)\).

Response times begin to clearly deviate at level 8. It takes TRK participants 7.37 secs (SD = 2.639 secs) and RK 6.53secs (SD = 2.718 secs) per action on average in level 8, barely showing no significant difference \((U(28,234) = 2539, z = -1.949, p = 0.051)\).

The response times per action during level 9 differ further, and are significant \((U(28,234) = 2295.5, z = -2.591, p = 0.010)\) between TRK 7.25 secs (SD = 2.365 secs) and RK 6.43 secs (SD = 5.629 secs).

Level 10 shows the largest difference in response times on average. Difference between TRK participants 12.07 secs (SD = 4.56 secs) and RK participants 5.96 secs (SD = 3.97 secs) is significant \((U(28,234) = 368.5, z = -7.675, p = 0.00)\). All participants of the “true rule knowledge” group solve level 10 in one action by definition and show a “realize” action beforehand. It can be assumed that the large response times of level 10 stem from participants counting playing spaces to make a correct move. With 9 playing spaces and the playing piece starting at the leftmost playing space, participants have to correctly count 8 playing spaces to solve this level in one action.
7.5 Joyous Exploration

Participants also self-report their curiosity levels by a 25-item questionnaire in five dimensions: JOY, NEED, STRESS, SOCIAL, and THRILL. JOY best describes the exploration of novelties just for the sake of knowing more. No significant difference in any of the self-reported items was found between TRK and RK participants, including JOY (U(28, 234) = 3175.5, z = -0.266, p = 0.790). TRK self-reported JOY ranging from 16 to 35, and RK from 5 to 35, leading to the conclusion that very low self-reported JOY values were not part of the TRK group. Correlation between self-reported JOY values and “experimental actions” in relation to the total amount of actions (including “realize” and “king” actions) from level 7 to 10 is not significant (p = 0.340). Correlation between total average response time from levels 7 to 10 and self-reported JOY is not significant (p = 0.286).

8 Discussion

TRK does not perform better or worse during the “routine” levels 1-6. This confirms findings that as long as circumstances, such as framing, do not influence decision-making strategies, performance is not necessarily altered (Cañas, Quesada, Antolí, & Fajardo, 2003). Starting with level 7, routine action was no longer effective. TRKs performed as many routine actions in relation to the total amount of actions during levels 7-10 as RK participants. However, TRK performed less actions in total and performed fewer experimental and random actions in levels 7-10 than RK in relation to the total amount of actions. TRK had a significantly higher proportion of “framed logic” moves, when “realize” and “king” actions are subtracted from their total amount of actions. This is in line with experiments, where participants would stick with their old routine decisions despite information clearly indicated that routine action became obsolete and that failing to overcome such routine depended on the level of strength in routine (Betsch, Haberstroh, Glöckner, Haar, & Fiedler, 2001). While all participants in the “Flag Run” experiment were confronted with the equal amount of levels where such routine was deliberately nudged, it can be assumed that individual routine levels among the participants varied, having an influence on the individual behavior and effectiveness of finding an efficient strategy to solve level 7 to 10.

This result also means that exploratory behavior, including random or experimental actions, did not enhance the chances of obtaining TRK. Reflection on feedback and understanding of information provided by exploratory behavior comprised the true critical success factor in obtaining true rule knowledge. TRK and RK performed equally well during level 1 and 6, showing comparable behavior when measured in terms of total actions, input deviations and completion time. Behavior changes between both groups started with level 7 and differences became more significant with growing level complexity and difficulty. Hypothesis [1] is falsified for behavior in levels 1-6 and confirmed for levels 7-10. This strengthens findings that rule identification and correct mental formulation of the causal model governing the complex problem is essential for being successful in applying knowledge (Wüstenberg, Greiff, & Funke, 2012). This means that participants who performed more experimental actions failed to identify the true rules since level 7, and failed to construct rule knowledge, which results in more “useless” actions than participants who outperformed in rule identification and were then able to “stick” with an efficient strategy based on a mental model, which at least partly represented the true rules of the problem.

To an Amazon Mechanical Turk worker time is a resource, and thinking time per action can be considered a risk. The costs of an action are equal to the time taken and number of inputs used to perform this step. Even though reflection time brings about higher costs, it pays off.
TRK participants did not outperform RK participants during level 1 to 6 in regards to completion time, but completed the total experiment faster, since TRK participants required less moves to complete levels 7 to 10, where TRK was an advantage regarding efficiency. These results are in line with recent research that exploratory behavior results in larger completion time compared to less costly decision heuristics (Athukorala, 2015).

This confirms hypothesis [2] and shows that investing thinking time in non-routine problem solving pays off as task complexity and difficulty grows.

TRK require more time per action but require fewer actions in total. This confirms hypothesis [3]. TRK participants are more both more time- and action-efficient when facing the non-routine problem experiment. As a more precise mental model of the true rules governing the game enables the participants to solve e.g. level 10 in one step.

As intuitive responses in risky decision-making increase framing effects (Guo et al., 2017), participants who failed to understand the true rules governing the complex problem task due to framing effects were expected to show shorter response times. This expectation has been shown statistically, confirming hypothesis [4]. In other words, short reflection times ultimately decreased the probability of participants understanding the true rules of the puzzle. Participants who understand at least parts of the true rules governing the game report higher response times and reflect longer with increasing level complexity and difficulty. These findings are in line with the extant research.

Hypothesis [5] cannot be confirmed. While participants with low scores in “Joyous Exploration” were not found to be in the TRK group, no statistically significant differences were found. Participants with high self-reported JOY values do not show more experimental actions, are not correlated to response times and are not more likely to obtain true rule knowledge, as incorrectly assumed by hypothesis [5]. Exploratory behavior and curiosity alone are not enough to see through complexity, putting more weight on the importance of learning under uncertainty. These results also show that self-reported curiosity should be rated with care. While it was shown that exploration predicts performance in human-computer interaction, and also serves as a mediator to “error training” (Frese, 1994), more research has to be conducted to understand the role of exploratory behavior on problem solving performance when unexpected feedback can be wrongly perceived as “errors”.

9 Limitations of the Present Study

The experimental results do not reflect important influencers on economic decision-making such as social influencers that can be tested in multiplayer experiments (van den Bos, Talwar, & McClure, 2013).

While there does not exist consensus on how to clearly define deception and when deception occurs, “Deception may be defined as concealing or camouflaging the real purpose of an experiment (i.e. the data in which the scientist is interested) to avoid conscious reactivity of participants that would make these data worthless” (Krawczyk, 2019, p. 111).

The purpose of the experiment was to measure patterns in behavior that can be found with participants, who successfully overcome a false causal mental model. Conscious reactivity, being the participants’ behavior to overcome a wrong understanding of the game’s rules e.g. the directional buttons influencing the direction, was not avoided by the setup, but was the data in which this paper is interested in. In fact, such conscious reactivity was anticipated and encouraged by level design, starting with level 7.
No “deceiving” information was provided: The explanation text did not include the information that GUI elements would appear, when participants clicked on the playing piece. This is because in later levels, this would not be true and could also manipulate participants into thinking that clicking on the playing piece was required during levels 7 to 10, where the playing piece is already pre-selected by the program. The explanation text did not include any information about the direction and number buttons. Players would build their own understanding of how the game works, while some outperformed others in successfully updating their understanding when being confronted with very subtle changes of the “environment”. No deception was used in this study.

10 Conclusions and Future Prospects

Thinking time during non-routine problem solving pays off. Participants who reflected longer were more likely to figure out hidden information by learning from feedback despite uncertainty. The costs associated with reflection when facing non-routine problems are well spent as complexity and difficulty rises. Those who reflected more required fewer steps and less time to solve complex levels. This is no easy task however. Only about 10% of the participants were able to overcome their routine, obtain true rule knowledge and outperform in terms of efficiency. This insight could be of value for enterprises that face high levels of uncertainty, which comes along with economic decision making.

The influence of exploratory behavior on obtaining hidden information during non-routine problem solving was sobering. The main indicator of participants who performed better in realizing how the experiment actually works was thinking time. Participants with high “Joyous Exploration” were not more likely to obtain true rule knowledge nor did participants who performed more “experimental” actions.

Implicit motives that might have had an effect on all participants assigning functionality to the directional buttons should be analyzed in future experimental setups, as not a single participant determined that the directional buttons were actually useless. This could be due to strong implicit associations with directional buttons. The concept of influencing the direction of objects via buttons is certainly strongly pattern-embedded in our day-to-day reality. The human brain is in constant search of known patterns, acting as an “association machine” (Chlupsa, 2017, p. 262). Routines might be heavily influenced by strong associations, which are then costly to overcome, building up barriers to successfully overcome routine behavior. This might promote „status quo“, „inertia“ or “confirmation” bias, as was shown by many participants, who repeatedly performed the same routine action over and over again, when being faced with the non-routine problem for the first time in level 7, despite feedback clearly indicated lack of progress by doing so. Learning from unexpected feedback seems to be a critical success factor in overcoming routine.

While many researches and economists press the importance of skills that enhance adaption to changing conditions, it has to be understood that overcoming routine and its linked set of behavioral biases is not easily performed, and can probably only be done by a small fraction of leaders and employees, when there is not much time to reflect on the problem at hand. In an interconnected, globalized world, where information will reach enterprises at a blink of an eye, quick and non-routine decision-making is essential. Further research is required to better understand possible influencers on non-routine decision making, such as cognitive reflection, learning from unexpected feedback, social interaction with uncertainty, learning agility and mental strategy making.
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